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T. R Countryman and F. J. Parkinson Collection

Scope and Content
T. R Countryman was the U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor for the Cripple Creek area in the late 19th and early 20th century. He worked for the Department of the Interior, Office of U.S Surveyor-General. This series contains some of the survey calculations he has done.

Frank. J Parkinson was also a surveyor, but not much can be found about him in this collection. This collection contains three of his survey calculations.

The last piece in this collection is a series of survey calculations from mines all over Colorado. However, it has been labeled “Whitehorn, CO 1897” because that is the first mine surveyed in the book.

Condition
Everything in this collection is in good condition.

Box 1:
Series A: Theodore Countryman
Survey Calculations
Survey Calculations #1
Survey Calculations #3
Survey Calculations #4
Survey Calculations #5
Survey Calculations #6
Survey Calculations #7
Survey Calculations #8
Survey Calculations #9
Survey Calculations #10
Survey Calculations #11 “Journal”
Folder 1: Survey Calculations, Miscellaneous Papers, and Correspondences
Folder 2: Survey Calculations, Miscellaneous Papers, and Correspondences
Survey Calculations #49

Series B: Frank J. Parkinson
Survey Calculations #2
Survey Calculations #6
Survey Calculations #10

Series C: Miscellaneous
Calculations “Whitehorn, CO,” 1897